In each episode Walsh takes the viewer on a journey to explore the history, scientific and cultural relevance of a
variety of paranormal phenomena. A dedicated truth seeker, armed with a healthy skepticism and a good sense
of humor, Walsh gets to the bottom of everything from vampires and fairies to poltergeists and phantom ships.

Your guide, Darryll Walsh.

EPISODIC SUMMARIES
“FAIRIES”
Fairies didn’t start out as the characters in childhood stories…
real fairies are far more potent!
“PSYCHICS”
From small town fortune-tellers to big city mediums,
psychics are everywhere!
“VAMPIRES to GOTH”
What is it about the prince of darkness that fascinates people?
“GHOSTS IN POP CULTURE”
Uncover the reasons behind our deep-seated desire to believe
in life after death.
“GHOSTLY BUSINESS”
The business of ghosts is booming and people are coming
back for more.
“WITCHCRAFT”
Why are people so afraid of witches? Can they really put
spells on us?

CONTACT

“UFOs”
What is it about balls of light and little green men that
affects people so deeply?

Shadow Hunter TV Inc.
404-1657 Barrington St. Halifax,
NS B3J 2A1

“TALKING TO THE DEAD”
Do mediums really do what they claim to do?

902-423-9056 tel
902-423-9058 fax

“PHANTOM SHIPS”
As you look out over the water, you think you see something...
a ship; it's on fire. You look again and it's gone.
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“FORERUNNERS”
Why do these supernatural happenings only present impending
death and disaster?
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“SPIRITS & POLTERGEISTS”
Can spirits really possess your body and soul?
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“SUPERSTITIONS”
For some it’s an innocent past time for others it’s serious ritual.
“NIGHTMARES”
Are you awake or is this just a bad dream?
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Shadow Hunter is a 13 part half-hour television series that delves into the fascinating world of the paranormal
through the eyes of charismatic parapsychologist Dr. Darryll Walsh.

